We prove that the existential problem for a power series ring over an integral domain of positive characteristic with a predicate which represents the powers of the indeterminate is undecidable. We prove the same result for any ring which is contained in a power series ring and contains the corresponding ring of polynomials.
Introduction
and notation. Let F be an integral domain. Let K be its quotient field. F[t] denotes the ring of polynomials in t with coefficients in F. K(t) denotes the function field of K, i.e. the quotient field of F[t\. F[[t]} denotes the power series ring in the indeterminate t. K((t)) denotes the Laurent series ring over K, i.e. the quotient field of F [[t] ]. P(x) means that 3n G Z+ (x = tn) (Z+ is the set of positive integers). L = {+, -, P, 0,1, t}.
In [1 and 8] , Ax and Kochen and Ershov proved that if F is a field of characteristic zero with decidable theory, then the theory of F [[t] ] in the language of discrete valuation rings augmented by P admits elimination of those quantifiers which ranger over F[ [i\] and is therefore decidable. In [5] Cohen gave such a concrete elimination. In [9] Macintyre proved that such an elimination exists in p-adic fields in an improved language. In [13] Weispfenning gave such a concrete elimination which applies in more general situations, such as rings of power series of characteristic zero.
It is known that the situation in nonzero characteristic is radically different. This was known to Ax though it was never published. In [2] Becker, Denef, and Lipshitz proved that in many cases the theory of K((t)) is undecidable. In particular this holds whenever K is a finite field. With some analysis of the proof one sees that the result can be stated in the following way: The universal existential theory of F[[t]} in L is undecidable for several fields F of positive characteristic.
Unfortunately the proof cannot be generalized for arbitrary F. Moreover the question about the decidability or undecidability of the existential problem of F [[t\] in L is left open, even in the case where F is a finite field. Some interesting relative results can be found in [3 and 4] by Cherlin. In the present paper we give the answer to two of the above questions. Theorem 2 says that for any integral domain F of positive characteristic, the existential theory of F [[t] ] in L is undecidable. In [12] we proved a similar result for a limited class of integral domains using methods different from the present paper's.
The main ideas of the proof are the following: For n, m in N (the set of natural numbers {0,1,2,...}) let n/pm mean that 3s G N (m = psn). We first code effectively the Diophantine problem (i.e. the positive existential problem) of N, with the operation + and the relation /p, into the existential problem of F [[i] ]. This is done in Lemma 1. Next we prove that the Diophantine problem for AT with + and /p is undecidable. This is done by giving a Diophantine definition of multiplication in N in the language Lo = {0,1, +, /p}. Finally we observe that the proofs work for every ring R which includes F[t] and is included in K((t)).
In [6] , Denef used the relation ¡v for the first time in order to show that the Diophantine problem of a polynomial ring of positive characteristic is undecidable. He did that by coding addition, divisibility, and /p for the integers in the Diophantine problems of these rings, and by showing that the Diophantine problem for N in the language of addition, divisibility, and /p is undecidable. A similar technique was used by the author in [11] .
A consequence of the above results is that the Diophantine problem of K(t) in the language L is undecidable. The common analogy between function fields and the rational numbers suggests that the Diophantine theory of the rational numbers in the language of rings together with a predicate for the powers of two might be undecidable. In our opinion this is an interesting problem in the direction of investigating the decidability properties of the Diophantine theory of the rationals, an outstanding problem of this area of mathematics.
In the sequel F is an integral domain of characteristic p > 0. For n,m G Z, n/m means that n divides m and n/pm means that 3s G N (m = pan). We now prove the converse. Let n = prk with p/fc. Then, as we proved, there is a b so that t~n -t~k = bp -b. Hence t~m -t~k = (a + b)p -(a + b). Let m = pli, with p/z. Then for some c G K((t)) we have i~m -t~l -cv -c. Then we have t~l -t~k = (a+b -c)p -(a+b-c). The term of (a+b-c)p -(a+b -c) corresponding to the lowest exponent is a pth power. Since neither i nor k is divisible by p we conclude that t~% = t~k and so i = k. So m = plk and n = prk. Since m > n we conclude that / > r and so n /p m. , and m + ps+1 = ps(n + p), so n + 1 ¡pm + ps and n + p/pm + ps+1.
We now prove the converse. For suitable r, q, k > 0 we have m -prn, m+ps = pq(n+l), and m + ps+1 = pk(n + p). So we get m = prn, pTn + ps = p9(n+l), and prn + ps+1 = pk(n + p). We assume that n ^ 0 (the case n -0 is trivial). From the last two relations we obtain n(pr -pq) = pq -ps and n(pr -pk) = pfe+1 -ps+1. If r = q or q = s then we obtain r -q = s. If r = k or k = s then we obtain r = k = s. So it is enough to prove the conclusion under the hypothesis that r ^ q, q t¿ s, r ^ k, and k ^ s. From now on we accept these relations as part of the hypothesis. From the above relations, eliminating n we obtain (1) tf -p")(pk^ -p^1) = tf -p°)tf -Pk).
Before we proceed with the proof we prove the following PROPOSITION. Let i,j, k,q G A-{0}. Assume that p is a positive prime integer and that (pl -l)tf -1) = (pk -l)(pq -1). Then either i -k and j = q, or i = q and j = k.
PROOF. Because of symmetry we may assume with no loss of generality that * > j,k > q, and j < q. We consider these relations as part of the hypothesis. We obtain pl+3 -p% -p3 = pk+q -pk -pq and hence p% -pl~3 -1 -pk+<¡-3 -pk~3 -pi~3.
We have that pq~3 divides all pl,pl~3,pk+q~3,pk~3.
Hence pq~3 divides 1 so q = j. Hence pl -1 = pk -1, so i -k.
We now proceed with the proof of the lemma. We distinguish the following cases: Case 1: r > q, k > s, q > s, r > k. We obtain (pr~q -l)(pk~s -l)p9+s+1 = (pq~s -l)(pr~k -l)ps+k. Hence q + s + l = s + k and (by the Proposition) either r -q -q -s and k -s -r -k, or k -s = q -s and r -q = r -k. In the first case we get r + s = 2q and r + s = 2k, so k = q which contradicts the relation q + s + l = s + k. In the second case k -q leading to the same conclusion. Case 2: r > q, k > s, q < s, r < k. We obtain (pr~q -l)(pk~s -l)p«+s+1 = 'ps-q _ i)(pk~r _ \)pi+r. Sog + s + 1 = q + r and (by the Proposition) either r -q = s -q and k -s = k -r, or r -q -k -r and k -s = s -q. In the first case we obtain r = s which contradicts the relation q + s + 1 = q + r. In the second case we have k + q = 2r and k + q = 2s, so r = s, leading to the same conclusion.
Case 3: r < q, k < s, q > s, r > k. We obtain (pq~T -l)(ps'k -l)pr+fc+1 = (pq~s -l)(pr~k -l)ps+k. Sor + fc + 1 = s + k and either q -r -q -s and s -k = r -k, or q -r = r -k and s -k = q -s. In the first case we obtain r = s while in the second q + k = 2r and q + k = 2s, so r = s, which contradicts the relation r + k+l=s + k.
Case 4: r < q, k < s, q < s, r < k. We obtain (pq~r -l)(ps~k -l)pr+k+1 = (ps~q -l)(pk~r -l)pq+r.
Sor + fc+l = q + r and either q -r = s -q and s -k = k -r, or q -r = k -r and s -k -s -q. In the first case we obtain r + s = 2q and r + s = 2k, hence k = q while in the second q = k which contradicts the relation r + k + 1 = q + r.
Case 5: r > q, k < s, q > s, r < k. We obtain (pr~q -l)(ps~k -l)pq+k+1 = (pi~s -l)(pk~r -l)ps+r. Soq + k + l = s + r and either r -q = q -s and s -k = k -r, or r -q = k -r and s -k = q -s. In the first case we have r + s = 2q and r + s -2k, so k -q. In the second case we have k + q = 2r and k + q = 2s, so r = s. Byq + k + l = s + rv/e obtain in the first case 2k + l = r + s which together with r + s = 2k gives a contradiction. In the second case we get 2s + 1 = s + r, so s + 1 = r which contradicts r = s. Case 6: r > q, k < s, q < s, r > k. We obtain tf~q -l)tf~k -l)pq+k+1 = (ps~q -l)(pr~k -l)pq+k. Soq + k+l = q + k which is a contradiction. Case 7: r < q, k > s, q > s, r < k. We obtain (pq~r -l)(pk~s -l)pr+s+1 = (pq~s -l)(pk~r -l)ps+r, sor + s + l = s-|-r which is a contradiction.
Case 8: r < q, k > s, q < s, r > k. We obtain (pq~r -l)(pk~s -l)pr+s+1 = (ps~q -l)(pr~k -l)pq+k. Sor + s-r-l = <7 + rc and either q -r = s -q and k -s = r -k, or q -r = r -k and k -s = s -q. In the first case we obtain r + s = 2q and r + s = 2k so k = q, so 2k + 1 = q + k, so k + 1 = q, a contradiction.
In the second case we obtain q + k = 2r and k + q = 2s, so r = s, so r + s + 1 = 2s, so r + 1 = s, a contradiction. It is easy to see that all the other relative positions of r, q, k, s lead to one side of (1) PROOF, (a) We prove that the right-hand relation implies n/m since the other direction is trivial. Let m = qn + r with 0 < r < n. Then p" -l/pr -1. But then pr -1 < pn -1, so pr = 1, so r = 0.
(b) (psr -l)/(ps -1) = p»('-i) +p»(r-2) + ... +p« + l and ps = 1 mod(ps -1) hence the result follows. (tf -l)/(p2s -l))2 = m mod(p2s -1) and m < p2s -1).
PROOF.
Assume that the right-hand side is true. Then by the relations (pr -l)/(p2s -1) = n mod(p2s -1) and (tf -l)/(p2s -l))2 = m mod(p2s -1) we obtain m = n2 mod(p2s -1). Since n < ps -1 we have n2 < p2s -1. Since also m < p2s -1 we obtain m = n2. Now assume that m -n2. Let s be any integer so that ps -1 > n2 = m. Let PROOF. By the Corollary we can effectively code the Diophantine problem for N in the language {0,1, +, •} into the Diophantine problem for N in the language {0,1, +, /p}. The former is known to be undecidable since Hilbert's Tenth Problem has a negative answer (cf. [10] ). Hence the latter is undecidable as well.
By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 we obtain THEOREM 2. Let R be a ring such that F[t] C R C K((t)). Then the existential problem for R in the language L is undecidable.
REMARK. If we adopt the convention that 0 is not in P then the relation x ^ 0 has a Diophantine definition in R in the above language. So under this convention the Diophantine problem of R is undecidable.
But such a convention would be rather artificial. 
